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Abstract: The systolic array is frequently used in accelerators for neural networks, including Trans-
former models that have recently achieved remarkable progress in natural language processing (NLP)
and machine translation. Due to the constraints of FPGA EDA (Field Programmable Gate Array
Electronic Design Automation) tools and the limitations of design methodology, existing systolic
array accelerators for FPGA deployment often cannot achieve high frequency. In this work, we
propose a well-designed high-frequency systolic array for an FPGA-based Transformer accelerator,
which is capable of performing the Multi-Head Attention (MHA) block and the position-wise Feed-
Forward Network (FFN) block, reaching 588 MHz and 474 MHz for different array size, achieving
a frequency improvement of 1.8× and 1.5× on a Xilinx ZCU102 board, while drastically saving
resources compared to similar recent works and pushing the utilization of each DSP slice to a higher
level. We also propose a semi-automatic design flow with constraint-generating tools as a general
solution for FPGA-based high-frequency systolic array deployment.

Keywords: systolic array; transformer; hardware accelerator; FPGA

1. Introduction

Recently, Transformer [1] has been widely used in NLP tasks and provides a tremen-
dous performance improvement over the traditional Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) models. By avoiding the recurrent calculations
and taking full advantage of the attention mechanism, the Transformer has achieved
state-of-the-art accuracy in various NLP tasks. However, attention runs terribly slow
on general-purpose platforms such as GPUs and CPUs. Therefore, designing efficient
hardware accelerators for the Transformer is of great necessity. With high parallelism and
low latency, FPGA is widely used for hardware acceleration. The most resource-intensive
modules in Transformer, including MHA and FFN blocks, can be well implemented in
hardware through systolic array architecture [2,3].

Systolic arrays are also widely seen in various accelerator designs such as [4–9].
By reusing input data multiple times, it enables high operational throughput with less
bandwidth consumption. The systolic array architecture has high parallelism and is suitable
for hardware acceleration on FPGA. However, many systolic array designs suffer a low
frequency of FPGA implementation. This paper aims to tackle this problem and provide
a Transformer accelerator with a high-frequency runtime configurable systolic array on
FPGA. The key contributions of this work are as follows:

1. A high-frequency systolic array design with variable functionality and much less
resource usage that can switch between tasks such as MHA and FFN by dynamically
changing the functionality of DSP slices.

2. The regularity of the systolic array can be finely preserved at implementation, while
each cell of the systolic array is undertaken by only one DSP slice on the FPGA device.
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3. A semi-automatic design flow for high-frequency systolic arrays on FPGA is proposed
as a general solution, together with an automated XDC (Xilinx Design Constraints)
constraint file generator to preserve the regularity of large systolic arrays on different
FPGA devices.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The backgrounds of the Trans-
former and the systolic array are presented in Section 2. The method of deploying a systolic
array with conserved topology and fine-tuned DSP configuration is shown in Section 3. We
then describe the proposed design flow in Section 4. Section 5 presents the model architec-
ture and crucial blocks of the Transformer, and Section 6 shows the accelerator architecture.
We provide the experimental result in Section 7. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 8.

2. Background

In this section, we focus on the background and recent works in terms of the model
architecture of the Transformer and the systolic array.

2.1. The Model Architecture of the Transformer

Transformer [1] is well known for its superior performance in the natural language
processing (NLP) area. The Transformer contains an encoder stack and a decoder stack, and
all the encoder layers and the decoder layers are composed of two kinds of ResBlocks, i.e.,
the Multi-Head Attention (MHA) ResBlock and the position-wise Feed-Forward Network
(FFN) ResBlock. An MHA ResBlock consists of h Attention Heads, while each Attention
Head composes of three linear layers and a Scaled Dot-Product Attention function that
follows. The parameter h is equal to 8 in the Transformer base model or equal to 16 in
the Transformer big model. The input of each Attention Head includes three tensors: V
(values), K (keys), and Q (queries), which is the same as the input of the MHA ResBlock.
Vi, Ki, and Qi are generated from the three linear layers in each Attention Head, shown in
Equation (1):

Vi = X ∗Wv + Bv, Ki = X ∗Wk + Bk, Qi = X ∗Wq + Bq (1)

while the Scaled Dot-Product Attention function in the MHA ResBlock is described in
Equation (2):

Attention(Qi, Ki, Vi) = so f tmax

(
Mask

(
QiKT

i√
dk

))
Vi (2)

The mask operation masks out all values of illegal connections before the softmax. The
parameter dk is equal to 64 in both the Transformer base model as well as the Transformer
big model. The FFN ResBlock contains a layer normalization [10] operation, residual
addition, a ReLU activation, and two linear sublayers, described in Equation (3):

FFN_ResBlock(x) = LayerNorm(x + ReLU(x ∗W1 + b1) ∗W2 + b2) (3)

The massive amount of matrix computations and complicated data flow make it neces-
sary to design efficient hardware architectures for the Transformer. Reference [2] proposes
a hardware accelerator for the Transformer with a reconfigurable hardware architecture
based on a systolic array for the MHA ResBlock and the FFN ResBlock. However, in this
design, the systolic array has not been optimized for FPGA deployment. Reference [11] pro-
vides a Transformer neural network inference accelerator with Set-Associative Rearranged
Compressed Sparse Column Format to enable large-scale MACs (Multiply and Accumulate)
to maintain high utilization. Pruning in Transformers has been researched in depth in
recent works for the purpose of reducing data storage and computational requirement:
Reference [12] accommodates Transformer onto FPGA with Vivado High-Level Synthesis
(HLS), using a block-balanced pruning technique and their proposed special storage format,
while Reference [13] presents an efficient transformer-based large-scale language repre-
sentation using hardware-friendly block structure pruning, and Reference [14] provides a
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novel structural pruning method with memory footprint awareness and designs the associ-
ated accelerator on FPGA. Due to the high complexity of the Transformer, many hardware
accelerator designs choose the Vivado High-Level Synthesis tool for development. As an
automatic process, High-Level Synthesis accepts synthesizable code written in high-level
languages (such as C, SystemC, and C++) and transforms them into an RTL design. Refer-
ence [15] develops a customized hardware accelerator for the Transformer using Vivado
HLS and performs different optimization for different data types. Reference [16] designs a
customized hardware accelerator for the Transformer by using Vivado HLS. Reference [17]
develops a framework that builds inference accelerators on FPGA platforms for quantized
Vision Transformers with binary weights and low-precision activations and uses the Vivado
HLS for hardware implementations. Reference [18] proposes an energy-efficient accelera-
tion framework for transformer-based large-scale language representations, and also uses
the Vivado HLS tool for the synthesis step.

Although HLS is often adopted for its convenience in the design of hardware, it is
worth noting that using a behavioral approach rather than a structural approach to describe
hardware may lead to a lack of preciseness of design intention. To avoid this obvious
drawback, we chose to use a better hardware design approach. As a kind of hardware
generation language (HGL), the SpinalHDL [19] language raises the level of abstraction
from RTL description to RTL generation and utilizes a high-level language named Scala
for describing the generation intent. SpinalHDL achieves its high design productivity by
providing object-oriented programming, functional programming, and meta-hardware
description that enables parametrization and Verilog code generation. Therefore, in this
work, we choose to use the SpinalHDL language for Transformer hardware design to
increase the level of abstraction while retaining RTL-level granularity.

2.2. The Systolic Array

The architecture of the systolic array is capable of tackling the timing issue for massive
parallelization while delivering high performance for a wide range of applications. There-
fore, it will be competent for crucial matrix operations in Transformer hardware acceleration.
The systolic array runs in a regular and synchronized manner to perform fine-grained
pipelining between neighboring data processing units (called cells). At every clock cycle,
each cell reads inputs from its neighbors (above or on the left), performs computation, and
passes forwards the inputs and results to other neighbors (below or on the right). By such
means, high computational throughput is realized, and bandwidth consumption is reduced,
for the input data are reused constantly. The feature of local interconnect minimizes long
datapaths to meet the target clock frequency. Furthermore, various algorithms can be
implemented by reusing the same systolic array structure but with different computation
cell logics, which exhibits the broad applicability of systolic array architecture. Output
stationary and weight stationary are the two well-known dataflows for computational
tasks such as matrix multiplication, according to [8,9]. For instance, a typical systolic
array acceleration takes in input feature maps and weight and returns results during the
calculation of matrix multiplication. Weight stationary dataflow indicates that the weight is
preloaded into cell buffers and remains stationary inside them while executing calculation.
Output stationary dataflow suggests that the input feature maps and weight flow through
the systolic array while the result remains stationary in the cells during calculation. In this
work, we adopt the output stationary dataflow.

Reference [2] proposes a hardware accelerator for the Transformer with systolic array
architecture. However, this design only uses the traditional RTL-based design methodology,
which does not make full use of the DSP resources of the FPGA, so there is a relatively
large room for frequency enhancement. Reference [4] implements CNN on an FPGA with
systolic array architecture, which can achieve high clock frequency as well as increased
resource utilization. Reference [8] use Chisel language to build hardware module templates
for systolic architecture, and the templates can be reused for different dataflows and compu-
tation algorithms. SuSy [20] introduces a compilation flow that enables high-performance
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systolic arrays building with productivity on FPGAs, as well as a programming framework
composed of a domain-specific language (DSL). AutoSA [21] also provides an end-to-
end compilation framework for generating high-performance systolic arrays on FPGA.
The works in SuSy and AutoSA have good performance in terms of frequency, reaching
250 MHz and 300 MHz, respectively. We hope to achieve a better performance of higher
frequency in this work.

3. Deployment of Systolic Array with Conserved Topology and Fine-Tuned DSP
Configuration on FPGA

In the systolic array, each cell is identical, forming a shape of a regular 2D mesh, which
can bring simple and regular data and control flow to hardware implementation, avoiding
high fan-out, thus being friendly for place and route. Although systolic arrays have a
layout-friendly topology, existing FPGA EDA tools cannot synthesize and place them on
FPGA with high quality. According to [22], the limitation of the EDA tool will lead to
structure distortion of systolic arrays in the actual layout, causing many implementations
of systolic arrays on FPGAs to suffer a lower frequency than expected. Additionally, the
EDA tool may not fully exploit the capability of DSP resources, should a finely designed
configuration not be given.

Therefore, in this design, we manually deploy the designed circuit logic onto the DSPs
by means of instantiating the DSP macro IP (intellectual property) and configuring them
at compile-time and runtime, pushing the utilization of each DSP slice to a higher level.
We also leverage the generator methodology and the object-oriented feature of SpinalHDL
to generate Verilog HDL code for DSP configuration and instantiation in batches, which
can maximize efficiency while retaining the maximum precision for configuring the DSP’s
functional and timing paths. In addition, the size of the proposed systolic array can
be adjusted freely to explore optimal designs on FPGA devices with different resources
through our design flow.

DSPs are high-speed arithmetic resources on FPGA. The DSP48E2 slice on Xilinx
Ultrascale devices consists of a 27-bit pre-adder, 27× 18 multiplier, and a flexible 48-bit ALU
(arithmetic logic unit) that serves as a post-adder/subtracter, accumulator, or logic unit,
which is capable of performing various calculational tasks. Considering that the functional
ability of a single DSP slice is powerful enough and its configurability is remarkably high,
we adopt a mapping method of one cell corresponding to one DSP slice. Every DSP slice
accepts direct input signals including A (30 bits), B (18 bits), C (48 bits), and D (27 bits),
and cascaded input signals ACIN (30 bits), BCIN (18 bits), and PCIN (48 bits). We take full
advantage of the dedicated cascaded channels between the DSP slices in the same column
on board, for they do not consume additional routing resources, which is beneficial to
optimizing the routing effect and increasing the frequency. Since cascaded channels can
only be used along columns, we can only use additional routing resources for the datapaths
vertical to the DSP columns. More details will be discussed in Section 6.

The constraint-generating tool we design that can automatically generate XDC con-
straints will take the size of the target systolic array and the resource arrangement of
different FPGA devices as input, then adjust the overall layout structure of the systolic
array and restrict cells to fixed locations while ensuring its homogeneity and leveraging
the DSP column resources as much as possible. It can be seen that in Figure 1, DSP slices of
the systolic array (marked in orange) are finely arranged with the help of the constraint-
generating tool, and the regularity of their layout is preserved to the maximum. For small
size systolic array, it will be directly arranged as a regular mesh like that in Figure 1a.
However, when the side length of the systolic array exceeds the number of DSP columns,
the proposed tool will compromise appropriately and adjust accordingly for optimal results
such as those in Figure 1b. With such a regular topology of placement, we manage to
achieve high frequency for both small- and large-scale systolic arrays.
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To summarize, the fine-tuned DSP configuration has three important features. Firstly,
we adopt a mapping method of one cell corresponding to one DSP slice, and by compile-
time and runtime configurations, the DSP resources are fully leveraged. Secondly, datapaths
between cells are, therefore, datapaths between DSP slices, and we can take full advantage
of the dedicated cascaded channels along DSP columns to save routing resources and
increase the frequency. Lastly, we lay out all of the DSP slices with the XDC placement
constraint file generated by scripts in order to preserve the regularity of the layout of the
systolic array in deployment.

4. Proposed Design Flow

Considering the versatility of the systolic array design and the common frequency
issue that occurred when deployed on FPGAs, we hope to propose a more general solution.
A semi-automatic design flow for high-frequency systolic arrays for FPGA deployment is
designed and implemented, which is shown in Figure 2.
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The design flow has three main entrances that start from the main design written in
SpinalHDL, marked by serial numbers ( 1©– 3©) in the diagram according to the sequence of
the actual steps in the design flow. Starting from entrance 1©, we first perform cell design
and dataflow design that should be verified as DUT1 (design under test) in comparison
with the software golden model in functional simulation 1. After several modifications,
DUT1 that passed the functional simulation 1 will become the hardware golden model.
Secondly, starting from entrance 2©, we map the design on DSP slices by means of fine
configuration and instantiation, which should pass the verification as DUT2 in functional
simulation 2 in comparison with the software golden model and hardware golden model.
The well-configured DSP slices, as DUT2, should exhibit the exact same functionality as
DUT1, so as to pass the functional simulation 2. Starting from entrance 3©, XDC files
are generated automatically and sent to the FPGA physical design tools for placement
constraints together with the synthesized design. Using the timing reports analysis as
feedback, we continue to iterate the design loop until the optimal design is found. Such
design flow is also beneficial to implementing systolic arrays of different sizes onto FPGA
devices with different resource budgets.

5. Model Architecture and Crucial Blocks of Transformer

The standard Transformer contains an encoder and a decoder, consisting of three kinds
of blocks, i.e., the Multi-Head Attention (MHA) ResBlock, the Feed-Forward Network
(FFN) ResBlock, and the Residual Addition and Layer Normalization block; the MHA and
the FFN ResBlocks have the highest numbers of FLOPs and occupy most of the storage
space, according to Reference [23]. In this work, we mainly focus on these key modules
in Transformer for accelerator design. The specific computational tasks as well as the
module used for these tasks are presented in detail in Table 1. For the steps containing tasks
such as matrix multiplication, matrix addition, matrix transposition, and ReLU activation
function, the same proposed systolic array is used for their calculation. The steps containing
softmax and layer normalization are performed in the Softmax module and LayerNorm
module, respectively. The design of the Softmax module is partially based on the design of
Reference [24].

Table 1. The computation steps and module used for each step in the proposed accelerator.

1. Multi-Head Attention

MHA1 [Q, K, V] =
[
WQ, WK, WV

]
·X Systolic Array

MHA2 KT = Transpose(K) Systolic Array
MHA3 P = KT·Q Systolic Array
MHA4 S = Softmax

(
P/
√

dk
)

Softmax Module
MHA5 Z0−7 = V·S Systolic Array
MHA6 Z = WO·Concat

(
Z0−7

)
Systolic Array

2. Position-Wise Feed Forward

FF1 Z = ReLU(W1·Z + b1) Systolic Array
FF2 Z = W2·Z + b2 Systolic Array

3. Residual Addition and Layer Normalization

LN Z = γLayerNorm(X + Z) + β LayerNorm Module

6. Accelerator Architecture

The overall architecture of our accelerator is shown in Figure 3. The system architecture
mainly includes Host, external memory DRAM (dynamic random access memory), on-chip
buffer, accelerator in programmable logic, and on-chip and off-chip bus interconnection.
The accelerator receives data from external memory DRAM through an AXI connection
with the help of DMA (direct memory access). The data reorder module rearranges the data
as needed and passes them to multiple buffers. The read/write arbiter module controls
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read and write between multiple buffers and the systolic array. The systolic array receives
data input from both the left and top directions while performing calculation tasks, and the
result can be output from one of the two directions after the calculation is completed (for
matrix transposition purposes). The size of the systolic array is configurable at compile
time and is denoted as SA_size. We set up six buffers in the accelerator for Weight, Bias, X,
Q, K, and V, respectively. Each buffer consists of SA_size RAMs (random access memory),
while each RAM has a depth of Buffer_Depth, and its data width is 8 bits. Therefore, at
each clock cycle, data with the number of SA_size are fetched by the fetch logic from one
buffer and sent to the corresponding SA_size ports of the systolic array in the left or top
direction. Two of the buffers are selected each time to provide the corresponding data for
the systolic array, and they are controlled by the main control module. A multiple clock
domains design is adopted, considering that the frequency of the Softmax module and the
LayerNorm module is generally lower than that of the systolic array. Asynchronous FIFOs
(First In First Out) are used when the data are passed between the fast clock domain and
slow clock domain.
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6.1. MHA Task

Matrix multiplication and matrix addition are the most significant tasks in the Multi-
Head Attention block. When performing matrix multiplication and matrix addition (present
in Figure 4a,b), at every cycle, each cell applies the same MAC (Multiply and Accumulate)
operation to its inputs from left and above and then passes the computed result and its
unmodified inputs to its adjacent cells, such that there is minimal data movement and high
computational concurrency. Each row or column accepts data one cycle earlier than the
row below it or the column next to its right side. For matrix addition mode in Figure 4b, an
input matrix of 0s with 1s on the diagonal is used on one side, while the bias matrix to be
added is on the other side.
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According to the proposed design flow, we design circuit logic for each cell, map the
design on DSP slices with primitive level configuration, and instantiate the configured DSP
slices in batches. As mentioned in Section 3, every DSP slice accepts four direct input data
signals, including A, B, C, D, and three cascaded input data signals, ACIN, BCIN, and
PCIN, shown in Figure 5b. Considering that cascaded channels can only be used along
columns, we use BCIN-BCOUT channels for B signal input and PCIN-PCOUT channels
for P signal output. For the datapaths vertical to the DSP columns, i.e., signal A entering
the systolic array and the P signal outputting from it, we can only use additional routing
resources, shown in Figure 5a.
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mapped on one DSP48E2 slice, and the datapaths used inside are colored.

For MAC tasks, the DSP configuration and their functionalities are set as follows (the
datapaths for different purposes are marked in different colors for distinction in Figure 5a):
inside each DSP slice, after receiving the A signal (direct input, marked in blue) and the
BCIN signal (cascade input, marked in red), a multiplication operation is first performed
on them, and the operation result is sent to the ALU through MReg (register named M,
marked in orange). Then, the calculation result of the ALU is forwarded to the PReg
(register named P) for registration. The result of PReg is sent back to the other input end of
the ALU through a loop (marked in cyan), then accumulated with the data passed from
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MReg in the next clock cycle. After calculation, the result of all cells can be output from
one of the two directions (left or down, marked in green), shown in Figure 5a. Figure 5b
shows the configuration of DSP48E2 in detail. The valid datapaths are colored in the same
way as shown in Figure 5a, and they are matched accordingly.

6.2. FFN Task

In the FFN task, the main computational procedures involve matrix multiplication,
matrix addition, and Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function. We map the ReLU
activation function into each DSP slice of the systolic array for greater efficiency and
higher DSP utilization. By such means, the FFN task can also be fully implemented on the
proposed systolic array. The ReLU activation function is shown in Equation (4):

ReLU(x) =

{
0, x < 0
x, x ≥ 0

(4)

As shown in Figure 5b, in order to determine the positivity or negativity of the
calculation results, we perform sign bit recognition on the most significant bit of the
calculation result of the ALU by using pattern recognition through configuring the signals
MASK and PATTERN of DSP slices. Only calculation results that are greater than 0 will be
allowed to be output; otherwise, they will be substituted by 0. By implementing the ReLU
function inside the DSP slice, we manage to conserve LUT (lookup table) resources to a
greater extent.

6.3. Matrix Transposition Task

The matrix transpose operation is an indispensable part of the attention mechanism.
The matrix transposition task in the MHA requires a transposition of the result of the calcu-
lation. We propose an efficient method to realize such transposition in two steps. Firstly,
after the calculation, the result can be output from the systolic array in two perpendicular
directions, left or below. Secondly, the result can be written into the buffer in two directions
by controlling the write address order, i.e., from the most significant address to the least
significant address or the opposite. By changing the output direction and the write address
order at the same time, the matrix transposition is realized, as shown in Figure 4c. With
such a design, no additional transpose unit is required.

7. Experimental Result

We mainly compare our results with previous systolic array accelerators on FPGA to
prove the effectiveness of our frequency optimization. Our design is evaluated on Xilinx
ZCU102 (with a similar chip process to related designs) for different array sizes by using
the Vivado 2021.2. With the help of the proposed design flow and fine-tuned configuration,
the maximum frequency of our design is much higher than related designs and achieves
588 MHz and 474 MHz for different sizes, which is 1.8× and 1.5× improvement compared
to the best recent design [8], demonstrated in Table 2. Since we did not find the exact
same array sizes as our design for comparison in recent designs, we chose the designs
with similar dimensions for comparison. A similar dimension implies similar parallelism
and therefore leads to meaningful comparisons. Based on our refined DSP configurations
method, we manage to fully leverage DSP resources and save them drastically by 84%
compared to Reference [21] with similar systolic array dimensions. By the mapping method
of one cell corresponding to one DSP slice and the refined configuration of DSP slices, we
manage to save a tremendous amount of DSP resources and enable an exact correspondence
between the amount of DSP utilization and the size of the systolic array. At the same time,
by placing a large number of calculation processes inside the DSP, the usage of FlipFlop
and LUT can also be significantly reduced, as shown in Table 3.
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Table 2. Comparison of systolic arrays’ performances to related works.

Frequency a Dimension Precision Device e

[20] 220 8 × 10 × 16 b configurable Arria10
[22] 298 8 × 19 × 8 c fixed8–16 KCU1500
[21] 300 13 × 12 × 8 d int8 U250
[8] 322 16 × 16 fixed16 VU9P
[2] 200 64 × 64 int8 XCVU13P

Ours
588 16 × 16

fixed8 ZCU102474 32 × 32
a Frequency of the systolic array (MHz). b,c,d These reference designs are in SIMD (dimension = row * column
* SIMD factor). e FPGA Board Series and process technology of the devices used in these works are listed be-
low: Arria10—Intel® Arria® 10 Series, with 20 nm process technology; KCU1500—Xilinx Kintex® UltraScale™
Series, with 20 nm process technology; U250—Xilinx Alveo® UltraScale™ Series, with 16 nm process technol-
ogy; VU9P—Xilinx Virtex® UltraScale+™ Series, with 16 nm process technology; XCVU13P—Xilinx Virtex®

UltraScale+™ Series, with 16 nm process technology; ZCU102—Xilinx Zynq® UltraScale+™ Series, with 16 nm
process technology.

Table 3. Resources usage comparison (for matrix multiplication task).

Dimension DSP LUT FF BRAM

[21] 13 × 12 × 8 (=1248) a 6268 794,880 1,278,720 268
Ours b 32 × 32 (=1024) 1024 2774 8808 192

a These reference designs are in SIMD (dimension = row * column * SIMD factor). b Resources used in LayerNorm
and Softmax module in our design are not included here for a fair comparison with other systolic array designs.

8. Conclusions

In this work, we present a Transformer accelerator based on a well-designed high-
frequency systolic array for FPGA deployment, achieving a frequency improvement of
up to 1.8× while significantly reducing DSP, FlipFlop, and LUT resource usage. In terms
of innovation, the proposed systolic array can realize the calculations of both MHA and
FFN blocks through runtime configuration on DSP slices, while fully leveraging the DSP
resources. Furthermore, the systolic array based on refined DSP configurations, the design
flow as a general solution, and the placement constraint-generating tools proposed in this
paper are of universal reference values for more similar designs intending to implement a
higher-frequency systolic array on FPGA.

Admittedly, one of the limitations of this work is that we only focus on key modules
in Transformer for accelerator design. More effort is spent on the systolic array part of
the accelerator.

In future work, we plan to upgrade the Transformer accelerator with more complete
and comprehensive functionalities. Additionally, based on the proposed design flow,
we envision a fully automatic design flow as a universal solution for FPGA-based high-
frequency systolic array deployment.
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